
WHAT IS HEMP EXTRACT?

Hemp extract (also known as CBD) is a naturally-occurring compound found in the resin of industrial 
hemp. It is free of THC, meaning you get all the therapeutic benefits without the high.  

WHY HEMP EXTRACT?

Though hemp has been used in cultures around the world for thousands of years, scientists and doc-
tors are finally starting to confirm its many health benefits with in-depth research and evidence-based 
anecdotes.

These anecdotes and research show that hemp extract can help ease maladies such as chronic pain, 
anxiety, inflammation, stress, depression, and neurological conditions (among others). 

Tea has also been used around the world for thousands of years, and continues to be the essential 
beverage for millions of people. Plus, tea has plenty of healthy properties on its own! Between their 
combined health benefits, tea and hemp extract is the most natural and holistic pairing in the world.

WHY WHITE LION HEMP EXTRACT TEA?

White Lion has been renowned for our premium teas for over 20 years, and now we’re taking those 
high-quality teas to the next level with an infusion of our all-natural hemp extract. 

Our hemp extract infused tea:

Is tested in an independent 3rd party lab (we will happily share results upon request)

Is water-soluble, so there is no separation or residue

Has no hemp flavor or smell

Contains maximized bioavailability due to our proprietary blending process

Contains all-natural, pure hemp isolate

H E M P  E X T R A C T  T E A

The classic White Lion flavors you know and love (Cranberry Hibiscus, Green Passion, and Citrus 
Chamomile) are now available with hemp extract through White Lion Apothecary!

These premium teas are infused with all-natural, water-soluble hemp extract utilizing our proprietary 
process; this results in maximized bioavailability of hemp’s therapeutic properties. Because hemp 

contains no THC, you can enjoy a deliciously flavorful cup of tea any time of day. Relax, de-stress, and 
absorb the benefits of our high-quality, all-natural hemp extract teas!

Contact 
vastspasolutions.com | valarie@vastspasolutions.com | 321-239-5538



Questions? Contact Valar ie Maloff  at valarie@vastspasolutions.com
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93103
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93125

Price/Each

$8.75

$37.50

Price/Case

$105

$225

Cranberry Hibiscus 5ct Sample Tin (12 per case)

CRANBERRY HIBISCUS HEMP-INFUSED TEA

Cranberry Hibiscus 25ct Canister (6 per case)

93325

93303

Item Price/Each

$8.75

$37.50

Price/Case

$105

$225

GREEN PASSION HEMP-INFUSED TEA

Green Passion 5ct Sample Tin (12 per case)

Green Passion 25ct Canister (6 per case)

CITRUS CHAMOMILE HEMP-INFUSED TEA

Citrus Chamomile 5ct Sample Tin (12 per case)

Citrus Chamomile 25ct Canister (6 per case)

HEMP-INFUSED HONEY PEARLS

Honey Pearls 3.3oz Sample Tin (12 per case)

WHOLESALE1 serving = 2.8g | 10mg hemp/serving | approx. 33 servings/3.3oz tin

1 serving = 1 sachet | 10mg hemp/serving | 1 sachet = 2.5g/tea


